PEBTF Health Plan – All Members (PPOs and HMOs)

- If you choose to have Rite Aid, CVS or another in-network pharmacy conducts an on-site campus flu shot administration, ALL PEBTF members can receive a no-cost flu shot. **They should present their CVS/Caremark RX ID card for this service.** (Note: If a Highmark PEBTF member accidently presents their Highmark medical ID card, the benefit will still be provided under the medical plan. The PEBTF has advised us that their preference is for members to use the CVS RX card as the negotiated rate for the flu shot is lower. This also allows all PEBTF HMO members the ability to receive a no-cost flu shot at an on-site event, as all PEBTF members have the same RX plan).

- All PEBTF members (who are age 9 and older) can obtain a no-cost flu shot at any pharmacy that participates in the CVS Caremark Flu Shot network, which includes most chain pharmacies such as Acme, Giant, Giant Eagle, Target, Weis and Rite Aid, in addition to CVS pharmacies and many independent pharmacies. No appointment is needed – the member must present their CVS/Caremark RX member ID card. The PEBTF health plan will be billed directly for this service. PEBTF members can contact the number on the back of their medical card or prescription card to find participating providers.

- PEBTF members of all ages can obtain a flu shot from their physician (an office visit co-pay may be charged). The member should present their medical ID card.